Maine Lobster Feed in Boston

2017 Event Report

Sponsors - thank you!

Resource Generation, Boston Chapter

Access Strategies Fund

Harvard Chan School of Public Health

BakerBaker, CERO Coop, City Feed & Supply, Commonwealth Kitchen, Dante Luna Photography, Iggy’s Bread, Studio 24 Graphix, SURJ Boston, Workbar

Highlights

- We ate 400 pounds of lobster, 50 pounds of clams, and 40 blueberry pies.
- We doubled in size to over 300 people and tripled in profit to over 15K.
- We added more food options and made the event way smoother.
- We raised $2,151 for ACE, $2,455 for AARW, $1,853 for Black & Pink, $4,238 for Haymarket, $2,203 for SIM, and $2,538 for eight local grantees of Resist!

Money - woohoo!

Sponsors: $5,260
Tickets: $12,885
Advance Donations: $1,227
Event Pitch, Bar, Raffle: $2,042

Food, Supplies: ($5,976)

Profit $15,438
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